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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone and thanks for coming. My talk today is called Domesticating Ecology: Situating humans within ecological models of savanna dynamicsIn this talk I will be presenting work of my own as well as that of my colleagues Chris Duvall at the University of New Mexico and Fadiala Dembele at Katobougou, Mali



Rethinking Disturbance Regimes 
• Disturbances as catalysts to rapid change 
• Interactions among different disturbances 
• Relations between disturbances and society, 

especially the intersection of land use and 
disturbance 

• Feedbacks from disturbance to global drivers 
     
    --Monica Turner 2010: 2834 
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Presentation Notes
In a recent lecture published in the journal Ecology after she received the ROBERT H. MACARTHUR AWARD, Monica Turner calls for a refocusing on disturbance. As someone who studies fire in savannas, I was excited to read what Turner had to say. After all I am especially interested in the intersection of land uses, disturbances and society. But, after reading her article I was left disappointed. Disturbances to Monica Turner are understood primarily as a function of ecology and not human land use practices. For example, fire, in her view, is driven by primarily by ecological processes although humans play a small role in shaping the ecology via practices such as fire suppression. If anything, humans are seen as mucking up disturbance regimes. Don’t get me wrong, I love Monica’s work, I just think her perspective reflects a somewhat narrow view on this issue.What about areas where the humanized disturbance regime is the norm and has been for centuries? My goal is to follow Turner’s lead and explore the issues she raises, but I want to take the line of thinking in a different direction, one which focuses attention on disturbance regimes that are deeply humanized  or domesticated. To do this I will explore the savanna using the southern Mali as a case study. 



Savanna Heterogeneity 
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A defining feature of a savanna is the co-dominance of trees and grasses in a single landscape. Tree-grass co-dominance has intrigued ecologists for decades and its cause has been the source of a lively debate. The precise ratio of trees to grasses can vary enormously as you see in these slides which were all within a few miles of each other in the savanna of southern Mali. This variation in vegetation forms is one reason for the savanna’s extraordinary heterogeneity and biodiversity. There has been a long debate over how much of this heterogeneity is an outcome of natural features and how much it is a function of human disturbance regimes? And, as Chris Duvall has argued, researchers have tended to view the savanna through a dichotomous lens where features were thought to be either anthropogenic or natural. In our view, far too little research has been done on integrating the two perspectives.



According to the “buffer model” savanna may shift along a continuum between 
grassland and woodland depending upon the disturbance regime. 

Savannas are unstable and change as a 
function of disturbance regimes  
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Although some might disagree, I believe that the essential characteristic of a savanna is that it takes on different forms depending upon a combination of environmental factors as well as a disturbance regime. I argue, following Jeltsch, that the essence of mesic savannas is that they are dynamic and unstable vegetation formations that shift according to disturbance regime and this is why we need new coupled human-ecological models. In most instances the disturbance regime is highly domesticated, that is, it is a function of a long history of human land use practices. 



Domesticated Savanna Ecology:     
Coupled Human-Ecological Savanna Model 
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To humanize or domesticate savanna ecological models, I propose linking two areas of inquiry in my conceptual framework: The first is Landscape ecologyThe second is Domesticated landscapesLandscape ecology takes heterogeneity seriously and focuses on how pattern influences process and vice-versaEcological history with the concept of a domesticated landscape takes subtle human actions and long term change seriously and emphasizes how landscape mosaics are the outcomes of long term human actions.



A Coupled Human-Ecological Model? 

Anthropogenic fires Foraging 
Clearing,   

farming & tree 
selection 

Grazing 

Field Preparation 

Plowing 

Hoe Farming 

Fallow 
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In this paper I will quickly summarize case studies focusing on 3 critical anthropogenic disturbances: fire, farming and foraging. In these examples I highlight the interactions between various disturbance regimes and landscape heterogeneity.My goal is to demonstrate how subtle human actions have important and long-term effects on savanna vegetation structure. It is not simply that humans cause or maintain savannas through disturbances, rather their actions are integral to shaping savanna structure and species composition. My main argument is that if we are to understand savanna ecology, human practices must be integrated into savanna ecological models. I will focus on the role of disturbance in my work because many savannas would cease to exist if it were not for periodic disturbances. 



Studies Areas in southwestern Mali, 
Manden Plateau Region.  

Maps: 
http://mali.pwnet.org/img/mali_map_sma
ll.jpg; 
http://agtr.ilri.cgiar.org/library/docs/x5531
e/x5531e1w.gif 

Duvall 

Dembele Laris 

Manden Plateau 
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The cases studies are all from the Manden Plateau region of Southern Mali, a region that gets between 800-1200 mm of precipitation annually. There is great heterogeneity in soil formations and topography. 



Photo by Cullen Strawn 

Mosaic Fire 
Regimes 
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Let me begin with fire as disturbance since it is clearly the most wide-spread and as such, interacts with all of the other disturbances in critical ways. Much recent work in fire ecology and in savanna fire ecology in particular has focused on documenting mosaic fire regimes and demonstrating the importance of fire pattern.



Patch-Mosaic Fire regime 

Underlying ecological theory is based on 
succession: each patch is in a different stage of 
succession and the return interval and pattern of fire 
is in part a function of succession 
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As Monica Turner’s essay reminds us, all fires produce heterogeneity, even large intense fires. The idea behind a patch-mosaic regime is that periodic fires produce a landscape mosaic of patches which in turn enhances biodiversity. The underlying ecological theory is based on succession: each patch is in a different stage of succession and the return interval of fire, is in large part, a function of plant succession.



NOV 2006-APR 2007 

  Seasonal Mosaic Burning in Mali 

Source: Laris 2011 
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At first glance the fire regime in my study area appears to hold to the patch-mosaic model (indeed I argued this in a 2002 paper) fires are widely scattered producing an apparent patch-mosaic pattern; however, upon closer inspection the pattern does not fit the “ecological” model. 



November 2002 November 2000 

November 1975 November Frequency 

November burned area and burn frequency maps 
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If we look at multiple years of data we find that the pattern of early burning is quite consistent from year to year, always beginning in a very fragmented pattern in the Western portion of the study area. Indeed, the overall pattern is strikingly similar from year to year as you can see in the frequency map in the upper left. Interviews with over 100 Malian farmers support this idea, fires tend to burn the same patches of the landscape at roughly the same time every year!  This fire regime is not based on ecological succession for the most part which is not surprising for a savanna where vegetation can burn every year and people usually burn it annually.



Land-Cover & Fire 
Regime are Linked 

November 2000 

January 
Source: Laris 2010 
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What does this mean for the landscape ecology? There is a clear relationship between the type of vegetation cover and the fire regime. Fire pattern is largely a function of vegetation pattern and not the other way around! It should be emphasized, however, that this pattern is not simply a function of land cover, it is also a function of the common practices of literally thousands of individuals who get out into the hinterland to set the thousands of small fires each year. What this means is that humans have quite literally domesticated the landscape through a process of annual burning that has occurred more or less in the same fashion for generations if not 100s of years or more. There are two very important outcomes of this pattern:Fallow lands are burned early and at low intensity. 2. Some areas never burn as they are ringed by early preventative fires. 



What happens on fallow land? 

Farmed plot Unfarmed plot 

Source: Laris 2008 

Sample Plots from Dogoro  
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We wanted to find out what happens on the fallow lands following agricultural disturbance given this fire regime.To understand the linkages between mosaic burning and rotational agriculture we conducted two studies: a long term natural experiment based on comparison of paired plots that had either been farmed long ago or never farmed in human memory. And a short term field study of abandoned plots subjected to different fire and grazing regimes.These photos show a sample of the results from our long term work. The difference between farmed and unfarmed plots was quite striking. The farmed plot has a near closed canopy, while the unfarmed ones had just a few scattered trees.



Gullivers are small trees trapped by 
a perpetual cycle of fire 

Gullivers 

3 ecological pathways to escape 
 
1)  3-5 consecutive fire free years 
2)  Years of unusually high rainfall 
3)  Termite activity (breaks-up soil) 
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These findings challenge another contemporary savanna ecological model. Research finds that young trees or tree sprouts are often trapped by fires creating Gullivers. According to this ecological view known as the Gulliver syndrome, tree sprouts are perpetually burned back and prevented from maturing. This process maintains the savanna in an open state dominated by grasses with scattered trees. As the name, Gulliver suggests, trees may be trapped for long periods of time but may eventually escape the flames and grew into giants thus we get a heterogeneous wooded savanna.Ecologists commonly refer to 3 possible pathways of escape as you can see here: 3-5 consecutive fire free years Years of unusually high rainfall Termite activity (breaks-up soil)



Anthropogenic Escape Route 
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But our research shows quite clearly that there is a 4th  and anthropogenic pathway-- hoe farming combined with early annual fires.Our data confirm the existence of a high number of gullivers (trapped trees) on savanna plots. It is interesting to note, however, that there are a greater number of mature trees on farmed as opposed to unfarmed plots.  Species diversity was also greater on previously farmed plots.



Short Term Field Study of Fallow Plots 

Fallow plot  

Farmed plot  
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To better understand the mechanisms behind the tree increases on fallowed land, we combined our results with a short term field study conducted by Dembele on post fallow tree recovery on plots subjected to different disturbances.Dembele looked at tree recovery rates and mechanisms on clay and sandy-clay soils in the context of multiple disturbances.  



Dembele 
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This figure shows the results for total tree regeneration for three fire treatments for both the grazed and ungrazed plots on clay soils.  What is surprising is that the more intense late dry-season fires produce the most new trees over time. 
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When we look at the mechanisms of tree regeneration we find most regeneration on clay soils is from resprouting.In all cases late fires had the highest rates of regeneration by sprouting and no fire, the lowest after 4 years. Grazing dampened the recovery rate but the overall pattern was the same. Resprouting tended to increase over time for burned plots. As noted earlier, the main impact of fire is thought to be directly ecological in that it hinders tree growth, but here it is clear that fire also stimulates resprouting.
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When we look at the recovery from seed on clay soils, however,  we get an entirely different pattern. Establishment by seedling drops off sharply after 2 years, especially on late burned plots regardless of grazing. 



Influence of fire on the total density of 
woody vegetation from seed 
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The most dramatic difference occurs when we examine seedling recovery according to soil type. Regeneration by seedling drops off quickly after year 2 for clay soils but continues to rise on sandy soils even with late fires. Trees on clay soils regenerate predominantly by resprouting and those on sandy soils by seedlings.Why? And why does the seedling establishment drop off rapidly on fallowed land with clay soils?



Infiltration rates after 4 years as 
function of fire and grazing 
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The answer is soil crusting. There are important changes in soil compaction and infiltration rates that occur over time since abandonment. Here we see soil infiltration rates for year four of the study. It is clear that late fires cause a reduction in infiltration for clay soils, whereas there was little difference on sandy soils. It is not simply that intense fires burn back juveniles to create gullivers, over time these fires reduce infiltration rates and cause crusting which prevents seedling establishment on clays.  



Clearing  a new field, breaking soil crust 
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Preparing unfarmed fields for planting requires that farmers break the soil crust and pull out the perennial grasses. Unfarmed plots have much harder and more impermeable soils than recently farmed ones, as such, farming facilitates seedling establishment and tree regrowth in multiple ways: cutting stems and roots encourages new shoots and hoeing loosens soil encouraging tree seedlings, and fallow lands have shorter, annual grasses that are burned less intensively early in the dry season.



Impact of soil type on savannas 
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Classic savanna ecological models indicate that soil properties are an important mediating factor determining the tree to grass ratio of a given savanna. Note that for the same rainfall level, sandy soils generally supported more tree cover than clayey soils. 



Impact of soil texture on tree cover depends on 
anthropogenic disturbance regime 

Influence of late fire 
Influence of hoe farming 

Humanized savanna ecology model 
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But these models do not consider how soil properties change in accordance with anthropogenic disturbances such as hoe farming. Soil conditions do not remain constant over time in a disturbed environment, slight changes provide opportunities for trees. Once human disturbance regimes are incorporated, we find that the model changes in ways I show in this slide. Over time as population and frequency of farming increase, the vegetation goes through further transformation and I turn to that now.



Komana Kouta, Mali  
Low population density  &  
low agricultural intensity 

Siby, Mali 
High population density &  
high agricultural intensity 

Parkland landscape 

Shea Nut Trees 
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One of the most profound transformations of African landscapes is the creation of parklands. Parklands are composed of intensively managed agricultural fields that are intermixed with specific and valuable tree species.  Parklands are quite heavily wooded, with scattered mature trees. In recent years some have become concerned that these parklands are being degraded. We know little about the processes involved in this transition to a more domesticated savanna. Parklands are deeply domesticated landscapes. But how were they created  in the first place? What are the key transition points in the process? How do specific and valuable tree species benefit from human land use practices? Quote Michael Pollan? On the bee and the flower and people and trees. 



Baobab Tree Propagation 

 
 

Duvall 

Abandoned Hamlet 

Foraging for fruit 

Abandoned Hamlet 
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Christopher Duvall and I have been asking this question focusing on two valuable tree species: the Shea nut and Baobab. Here I will briefly report on Duvall’s work on baobabs. One of the big questions about baobabs is a “which came first” one--the groves of baobab trees or settlements? Some have thought that the baobab groves are natural and that people settled beneath them. Duvall’s work clearly establishes that baobab trees propagate on human settlements.  He studied tree establishment in and around abandoned Hamlets in Mali. Here is an example of an abandoned hamlet in Komana. Note the palm trees which are another tree that follows human occupation.Maninka farmers--who’ve occupied this study area for 100s of years--regularly establish and abandon hamlets like these in order to access patches of arable soil. While I can’t go into details of Duvall’s study here, he found that people rarely settle under preexisting baobabs.  Baobab patches are mostly created by humans.  



Baobab Trees are:  
 
• Fire intolerant (when young) 
 
• Adapted to aridity  (500-800 mm)  

See:  
Wickens, Kew Bulletin 37(2), 
1982;  
Fenner, Biotropica 12(2),  
1980.  

How did they 
establish in this 
moister more fire 
prone landscape? 
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One interesting fact about baobabs is that they are most abundant in arid areas.  These zones--like the African Sahel--tend to have less frequent and less intense fires than somewhat moister areas such as our study area, and baobabs are relatively fire intolerant, especially when young. So how did they become prevalent in Duvall’s study area with over 1000 mm precipitation where there are intense fires on an annual basis?



Areas protected from fire 1972-2009 

Woodland/ 
Forest 

Short fallow/ 
Settlements 
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If we go back to my study on fire patterns over a long time frame, we can also examine areas that tend not to burn. This is a mask of areas that burned multiple times between 1972-2009 overlayed on a false color composite image. The unburned areas are primarily patches of dense woodland or settlements where agriculture is farmed nearly annually. Settlements thus provide ideal sites for baobab tree establishment since they are protected from fire and are cultivated which loosens the soil and allows seeds to establish.



A Coupled Human-Ecological Model? 
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In each of these three examples—fire patterns, tree recovery on farmed plots, and tree dispersal—it was necessary to incorporate subtle human practices—such as hoe farming, fire manipulation, and /or foraging and tree selection—into the ecological models and to combine these with natural heterogeneity in order to explain the ecological patterns on the landscape. The savannas of Mali are indeed domesticated but not in some overly generalized way that has often been described such as savannization.  Farming, burning, and foraging shape the savanna structure as well as the tree populations.  The Shea nut tree—which many of you here are familiar with from the products sold at the body shop—is an incredibly important tree for women in Mali who gather the nuts for sale and for use in cooking and other daily life practices.  Yet, it is rare to find this tree in the uncultivated savanna. And, even when one is located, they are often small and infertile—producing little or no seed.  People explain that it is only through the practice of farming that the shea nut tree increases its seed production.  Seeds are then gathered by people as well as animals and propagated across the landscape. As we have shown, in areas on the plateau with heavy clay soils, these trees establish primarily on fallow lands where they receive the benefit of less intense fires.  As Monica Turner argued in her Lecture, we need to refocus on disturbance regimes to understand coupled human-ecological systems, but we argue more work needs to be done to dissolve the dichotomy between human and ecological models that has held sway over savanna science for too long. 



Thanks to all of those people in Mali 
who made the research possible 

plaris@csulb.edu 
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Thanks you for listening today. Many people have worked to make this research possible over the years providing support in a wide variety of ways.  I owe them each a big thank-you for 20 years of support.
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